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THE PROJECT

International meeting to work on MOMAr Action Plans

    

MOMAr held an international online meeting attended by 45 heritage experts
from the five countries participating in the programme (Spain, the Czech Republic,
Germany, the Netherlands, and Romania). The event was held by the MOMAr
partner, Ministry for Regional Development and Transport of Saxony-Anhalt and was
titled: “Good practices in motion. Action Plans development”.

THE INTERVIEW

"Transromanica unites people from all over Europe in
their desire to build bridges and celebrate European

cultural heritage"

Transromanica is a network that connects the common Romanesque heritage in nine

European countries. It is also one of the main German stakeholders of the MOMAr project.

We spoke with Annemarie Schmidt, management assistant of Transromanica, to know

more about their work and future plans.

MOMAr Tour to Ponoarele in
Mehedinti County

This January Mehedinti County celebrated a

MOMAr Tour to Ponoarele where

representatives of the territorial administrative

units and NGOs were informed about MOMAr

project and the good practices presented by

the partners within the interregional events,

as well as the Action Plan proposed by the

Mehedinti County Council.

Groningen informs its
stakeholders

The Province of Groningen brought

together administrators and officials from 5

different municipalities to learn about the

goals and project management of MOMAr

Interreg Europe. During the session, they

have been presented with the latest activities

and the results thus far.

Exchange with RENATUR and
RFC project in Saxony-Anhalt

Ministry for Regional Development and

Transport of Saxony-Anhalt celebrated an

exchange meeting with RFC and

RENATUR Interreg projects, to discuss

possible synergies among them with the

focus on finding out thematic connections.

South Bohemia holds its first
MOMAr Tour

The first MOMAr Tour taken in South

Bohemia focused on further use of Tichá

keep/fort. Tichá fort is maintained and run by

Castles on Malše River Association

(HNM). Tichá itself has recently undergone a

restoration during which a new tower top was

re-created and the whole structure

conserved. 

Saxony-Anhalt progresses on
its Action Plan

Ministry for Regional Development and

Transport of Saxony-Anhalt met last

December with its stakeholder,

Transromanica, to assess the potential of

cultural tourism and cultural education for the

action plan of Saxony-Anhalt.

Mehedinti County Council
updates its action plan

Mehedinti County Council team met in an

in-house meeting to address the

Mehedinti County Action Plan activities and to

update the colleagues from Mehedinti County

Council about the last period events within

the MOMAr project.

MOMAr debates about the future
of cultural heritage

On November 25, Irene Ruiz, from the

MOMAr scientific team, was invited by

Hispania Nostra, an association for the

defense of heritage, to contribute to the digital

debate: "The future of cultural heritage in

Europe" which reflected on the future of

Europe and the new pillars on which it should

be supported, as well as to try to establish

what role corresponds to cultural heritage.

MOMAr collaborates with
Be.Cultour

On November 12, Irene Ruiz on behalf of

the MOMAr scientific team participated in

the first local face-to-face meeting of the

European HORIZON «Be.Cultour» program,

managed in Spain by the European Programs

office of Teruel Provincial Council (DPT), and

which includes the Rio Martín Cultural Park

as a pilot area for the study and

implementation of practices. 

Workshop about Action Plans

Last 6th of October MOMAr partners met at a

workshop to share their action lines to keep

improving their proposals. With this purpose,

also Gema Quílez, MSC Associates adviser

and expert on the development of action

plans, joined the meeting to provide her

advice and recommendations.

Exchange of experience online
workshop

Online activities are getting increasingly

important in project implementation. The

abrupt shift to virtual and online environments

in 2020 might have taken some adjustment,

but now is the time to take stock of the

lessons learnt. This was the starting point for

the online workshop “Exchange of

experience: online project activities”

organized by Interreg Europe last 30

September.

MOMAr Tour in Remolinos
(Zaragoza)

In September, the MOMAr scientific team,

formed by Isabel Soria and Irene Ruiz,

traveled to the town of Remolinos in the

Zaragoza province to follow up on two

previous studies that are being carried out to

plan the future management of its mining

heritage, as well as to report on the progress

of the MOMAr project.

Via Transilvanica, example of
sustainable tourism

MOMAr’s partner, Mehedinti County,

participated in the thematic webinar

“Strategies for a competitive and

sustainable tourism sector”, organized by

the Interreg Europe Policy Learning Platform

(PLP) with the purpose to show how to shape

a successful local tourism development

strategy. 

RERA meets with the academia

Regional Development Agency of South

Bohemia – RERA a.s organised in August a

group meeting with 21 stakeholders, which

took place in the Institute of Technology and

Business (VSTE) of the city of České

Budějovice.The encounter was willing to

strengthen the synergies between MOMAr

and the Interreg Transborder AT-CZ

programme. 

MOMAr's AGENDA

Upcoming Events

World Heritage Card and Provincial Government of Zaragoza
Bilateral meeting  

February 2022 

MOMAr Tour in Trocnov Monument, South Bohemia (RERA)  
March 2022 

Network-meeting with heritage funds (Province of Groningen) 
March 2022 

Study Visit in Province of Groningen (The Netherlands) 
23-03-2022 / 25-03-2022 

Stakeholders group meeting (RERA)  
April 2022 

Study Visit in South Bohemia (Czech Republic) 
27-04-2022 / 28-05-2022 

Regional stakeholder meeting (Saxony - Anhalt) 
Spring 2022 

Study Visit in Mehedinti County (Rumania) 
08-06-2021 / 09-06-2021 

Study Visit in Saxony - Anhalt (Germany) 
Ongoing
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